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EXPERIENCE

Landscape Architecture Intern

H+N+S Landscape Architects, Amsterdam, Netherlands

03/2019 - 09/2019

• Contributed to on-going projects in a variety of scales, while focus-

ing on landscape planning and strategic design involving energy, 

forestry and water management.

• Took part in projects representing the Dutch ‘Room for the River’ pro-

gram.

• Worked directly with award winning project leaders while observ-

ing their design approaches.

• Created supporting documents such as CAD plans, sections, visual-

isations, diagrams and sketches.

Landscape Architecture Intern

Amir Mueller Landscape Architects, Tel Aviv, Israel

06/2017 - 09/2017

• Participated in the preparation for the “Zuk Eitan Memorial Site” 

landscape design competition.

• Enriched practical architectural skills such as site specific planning, 

sections drawing, topography analysis and detailed design book-

lets for the office’s ongoing projects.

• Participated in meetings, site analysis and visited projects in con-

struction stage.

EDUCATION

MA(hons) Landscape Architecture

University of Edinburgh (UoE), UK

09/2016 - 05/2020

• Took courses in landscape architecture design, landscape architec-

ture theory, landscape architecture techniques and a master’s disser-

tation.

Bachelor of Landscape Architectural Design

Exchange semester: RMIT University, Melbourne, AUS

07/2018 - 12/2018

• Conducted an exchange semester at RMIT University, Melbourne, 

Australia. 

Interaction Design Specialization

Online learning, University of California San Diego, USA

01/2020 - Present

• User experience research and design specialization.

RÉSUMÉ Herzliya, IL / Edinburgh, UK

VOLUNTEERING

‘We Build’

Rural Bangalore, India

25/11/2018 - 09/12/2018

• A voluntary construction project of a classroom for the Vedike board-

ing school in rural Bangalore, India.

• Took part in the construction process from start to end, while learning 

about local cultures and traditions.

Kav Laoved (Worker’s Hotline)

Tel Aviv, Israel

01/06/2017 – 01/09/2017

• Researching, translating and co-writing the annual organization’s 

report for the 2017 Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination 

Against Women (CEDAW) for the UN.

+972 524824477 / +44 7599 696929 nora.nanov1@gmail.com Israeli / Bulgarian

WORKSHOPS

EMiLA Summerschool

European Master of Landscape Architecture (EMiLA), 

Hannvoer, Germany

08/2019

• Voluntarily took part in the annual summer semester offered as part 

of the European Master in Landscape Architecture (EMiLA).
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AWARDS + RECOGNITION

T Bowhill Gibson Scholarship

University of Edinburgh

• A 900£ award for the excellent contribution to the ESALA (Edin-

burgh School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture) pro-

gram.

Vice President

E-scape Society, University of Edinburgh

09/2017 - 06/2018

• Vice president of the landscape architectural society at the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh (E-scape).

Class Representative

University of Edinburgh

09/2016 - 06/2018

• Class representative of the Landscape Architecture students.

Referees

• Amir Mueller / Amir Mueller Landscape Architects /

 amir@amirmueller.com

• Enbal Singer /  Kav La’Oved / enbalsinger@gmail.com.

SKILLS

Softwares

• AutoCAD

• Adobe Illustrator

• Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe InDesign

• SketchUP

• Rhinoceros 3D

• Microsoft Office Suite

Languages

• English

• Hebrew

• Bulgarian

Additional Skills

• Academic Research

• Hand Sketching

RÉSUMÉ
Studied for 4 years in 

Edinburgh (UoE)

Interned for 6 months at 
H+N+S, Amsterdam

Bulgaria as a 
Second home

Born and raised in 
Israel

Volunteered for 2 weeks in a 
construction site in India

Studied for 6 months in Melbourne 
as part of an exchange program
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I am a recent landscape architecture graduate from the University Of 

Edinburgh with practical experience in Europe and Israel. I have par-

ticipated in both academic and professional projects ranging from 

detailed design, strategy development, research and policy editing. 

My international background in Edinburgh, Melbourne, Amsterdam 

and Tel Aviv allows me to produce adaptable and immersive designs 

that captures the identity of any landscape I work with. 

Geometrically, the hexagon fills a plane most efficiently with the short-

est perimeter. Inspired by that, I believe that quality design is using 

the fullest potential of a place with minimum energy and resources 

invested. 
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01. Post-Industrial Adaptation
Final year design project | University of Edinburgh
Strategy development to detailed design for a post industrial site
Nobel Explosives factory, Ardeer Peninsula, Garnock Valley, Scotland.

As part of our final year design project, we were asked to develop a design proposal 
from strategic scale, masterplan to detailed design. The project takes place in the Gar-
nock river valley, and later focuses specifically on the old Nobel Explosives post-indus-
trial site.

The first phase of this project began with researching, mapping and analysing the Gar-
nock river valley through historical time periods. The results were later developed into 4 
design objectives, ranging from intensive to extensive proposals. 

The second phase of the project was the strategy development. The strategy of this pro-
ject focused on community engagement and treasures the input of locals in the design 
process. A board game was created as a tool to establish the strategy, and by playing 
it, the locals decided on the implementation of the design objectives. 
The affects that any design intervention will have on the area will not only affect the 
physical landscape itself, but will also have influence on the population it withholds. 
Therefore, understanding the local opinion, perception and observation of the area is 
key in developing a quality design

The final phase of the project is focusing on a smaller site along the Garnock river val-
ley. The implementation of the strategy resulted in a masterplan that contains two parts; 
nature reclamation and human interaction. The first part, consists of bio-remediation and 
healing of the landscape. The second part, consists of human attractions development, 
enriching the cultural significance of the area and restoring the sense of identity for the 
locals.
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Restoring/Recovering
Blue Areas

Post Industrial as
Green/Blue extention
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Developing the Strategy Through a Boardgame - Playing With Locals
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Potential Green Connections
Potential Blue Connections
Post Industrial Sites
Proximity to Urban Areas

Focus points were basis for boardgame - 
areas with highest potential for landscape 

development.

Design objectives are directing the game Locals Input

Lochwinnoch

Kilbirnie

South east to Dalry

Irvine

Ardeer peninsula

South to Irvine

East to Beith

Stephan, Geographer, Irvine Alan, Librarian, Dalry

Barbara & Margaret
Retired, Kilwinning Margaret, Dog-Walker, Irvine

Nina, Hairdresser, Kilbirnie
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Enhancing Riparian Network
Reconnecting Riparian Areas

Creating Floodplains

Post-Industrial Site As Blue Extension

Using Existing Green Areas As Potential Water Storage

Post-Industrial Site As A Green Extension

Reconnecting New Green Areas Through Old Ones

Post-Industrial Site As A Nature Exclusive Zone

Green Pockets In Urban Context

The strategy developed for the Garnock Valley area will contain 

three types of landscape intervention dedicated to three main po-

tential areas.

Enhancing River Network
Create Islands By Meandering River

Using Existing Green Areas As Potential Water Storage

Post-Industrial Site As A Nature Exclusive Zone

Post-Industrial Site As A Green Extension

Enhancing Green Infrastructure In Urban Context

Enhancing Green Network
Green Pockets In Urban Context

Creating Pedestrian And Cycling Connections

Reconnecting New Green Areas Through Old Ones

Post-Industrial Site As A Nature Exclusive Zone

Post-Industrial Site As A Blue Extension
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Nobel Explosives Factory , Ardeer
Land Use Types

Boardgame Results - Strategy For The Garnock Valley

Directing The Strategy To A Smaller Site
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Wetlands
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A floating path between the excising ‘mounds’ used for dyna-
mite storage. Floating paths are used in areas remediated with 

fungi due to the possible toxicity of the fungi. 

Wetlands will decontaminate 
water and soil.

Using the existing train tracks 
between, and developing an 

‘exhibition on wheels’.

Fungi thrives on pullets, thus 
cleans the soil.

Connection Part One And Part Two Of Design Process (Land Use To Bio-Remediation Typologies To Human Activity)

“Woodland Walk” “Commercial Areas”

Compost Land-farming Bio-Slurry Reactors

Sand Extraction Sites Post-Industrial Buildings Rich Habitat Areas

Two-levelled raised paths, meandering be-
tween the trees and above the  mounds. Will 

overlook the land-farming areas.

Using post-industrial neglected 
structures as a commercial hub.

LIMITED HUMAN
ACTIVITY ZONE.

Due to the richness of the exist-
ing sand dunes habitats, these 

areas will not include any 
remediation or human activity 
design proposals to allow the 

exciting habitats to thrive.

Contaminated soil is being 
farmed on top of ‘healthy’ soil.

Composting cleans polluted 
soil in habitat-rich areas.

Filter and clean contaminated 
soil with water and steam.
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Remediation:

Wetlands

Land Farming Areas

White Rot Fungus 

Compost

Bio-Slurry Reactors

Human Use:

Nature Observation Area

Recreational Route

Post-Industrial Art Exhibition Centers

Visitor and Educational Center

Commercial Area

Educational Route Between Explo-

sives Mounds

Activities Forest
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Conceptual Masterplan

‘Explosive Train Ride’ - a post-industrial exhibition on wheels between mounds used for dynamite storage.

‘Woodland Walk’  meandering between the trees above the post-industrial commercial area.

Post industrial buildings as bio-slurry reactors facilities and educational centers.

Viewing platforms on-top of dynamite storage mounds near newly designed wetlands for nature observation.

Visions 7

7

4

1
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Commercial Area
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Explosive Train Ride

Woodland Walk
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Sitting stairs area around lake 

Wooden deck above water

Departure center of trains 

Food stands in former industrial structures

Exhibition site in former industrial structure

Visitor center and shop in former industrial structure

Main train route

Secondary train route

Third train route

Upper woodland walk - 18 meters 

Lower woodland walk - 15 meters

Observation towers connecting the two levelled woodland 

walks and allow transition between them.
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Detailed Plan - ‘Activities Forest’

Woodland Walk stretching above one of the train 
tracks in the main part of the forest.

One of the commercial mounds; industrial structures are 
used for food shops and playgrounds
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Site Specific Sections

Section One - 1:100

Section Two 1\2 - 1:100

Section Two 2\2 - 1:100

Section continues...

Wooden bridge connecting two sitting areas

Main train tracks

Wooden deck above water

Industrial remains being reclaimed by 
nature within moundsShrub and perennial plantation along tracks

Industrial exhibition ‘on wheels’ within moundsTrain tracks going through and around the mounds

The higher route of the ‘Wooden walk’ curving between the trees

The lower route of the ‘Wooden walk’.

Wide observation platforms

Observation platforms and towers are connecting the two 
levels of the ‘Woodland Walk’

Post industrial remains covered with 
overgrown vegetation in the mounds

Twisting stairs between levels

Train as part of the ‘Explosive Train Ride’
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H+N+S Landscape Architects 
Strategy development and policy editing | Site specific energy implementation
Zaanstreek region, north of the Netherlands | Wells Meer, East of the Netherlands.

As part of the Paris climate agreement, the Dutch government has set up a vision to 
transform the Netherlands to an energy neutral country by 2030. The aim is that each 
region will have enough infrastructure to produce the exact amount of green energy that 
it uses.  H+N+S landscape architect, alongside Over Morgen, were asked to partici-
pate in creating and planning the future vision of energy production landscapes. They 
took part in the policy writing, planning and consulting of this project, which was set in 
Zaanstreek region.

I was given the opportunity to participate in the strategy development for the project, 
meetings with supporting offices, and workshops with a variety of consultants. Later, I 
have used the strategy established on a different energy production landscape project 
in Wells Meer.

Zaanstreek region has a rich cultural history and its characterised with peat landscapes 
and polders. The landscape holds areas of reclaimed land in a variety of scale, some 
of which hold a UNESCO status. We have divided the area into several landscape 
types, and each was given an appropriate typology ranging from a scale of intensive 
to extensive proposals. 4 scenarios were developed for the future of Zaanstreek, and 
each was assessed individually. 

Later, as part of my work in the office, I have participated in an energy production 
landscape design project in Wells Meer. This project followed the policy and strategic 
thinking that was done to Zaanstreek, and presented a proposal aiming to produce at 
least 870TJ - the annual energy usage of the region.

02. Energy Production Landscape
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Division by Landscape Types

Ecological analysis of the site - 
Many restrictions due to rich peatlands.

Cultural analysis of the site - high recreational value 

Landscape type

Small solar farm

Solar park on 
intersections

Small solar farm

Small solar farm

Polder

Small 
Polders

Peatland

Urban 
Areas

Channels

Highways

Dyke near 
waterbody

*Map created by Camille Poureau 

*Map created by Camille Poureau 

*Map created by Camille Poureau 

The area is subdivided into 7 landscape types that are arranged in two typologies; spatial en-sembles and spatial carriers. Nature, recreational and climate adaptation analysis were made to the site. The following scheme organ-
izes the level of impact of energy transition on the landscape characteristics from intensive to extensive. As a result, calculated decisions can be made regarding locating and designing the energy transition.

Intensive implementation Extensive implementation

Urban solar park

Wind lane

Solar islands

Wind grid Solar on Dyke Wind and biomass Wind and solar

Small 
windturbines

Small 
windturbines

Solar on dyke
Solar on 
wetlands

Solar farms - future 

nature development

Urban solar 

park + water 

retention

Solar farms on 
peatland

Floating solar clusters Floating solar farms

Energy Production Landscapes Typology
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The area has many UNESCO, NNN and Natura 2000 sites. These restrict the 
application of energy production.

Implementing energy infrastructure only where impact is minimal (city edge).

Scenario 1: Policy
Landscape 

Transformation

Energy 
Production

Coupling 
Opportunities

Policy 
Restrictions

Cost 
Efficient

External 
Support

Flat polders can be used for energy infrastructure. Design can be combined with 
recreation, nature development and wet agriculture. 

Using the flat plain of the polder of windturbines as energy infrastructure.

Enhancing the contrast between urban and rural by applying energy along urban 
infrastructure and urban edges.

Solar park on a city edge. Emphasizing contrast between urban and rural.

Scenario 2: Polders as Energy Scenario 3: Contrast
Landscape 

Transformation

Energy 
Production

Coupling 
Opportunities

Policy 
Restrictions

Cost 
Efficient

External 
Support

Landscape 
Transformation

Energy 
Production

Coupling 
Opportunities

Policy 
Restrictions

Cost 
Efficient

External 
Support

Future Scenarios And Their Strategy
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Model 1: Production Oriented - Intense energy application 
throughout the site, no human attractions.

Model 2:Fitted In - Varied solar application, recreational 
solar park, nature enhancement zone.

Model 3: Innovative - Intensive to extensive energy implementation, solar combined with 
agriculture, Energy test fields, Energy grazing fields and innovative center.

Strategy and Policy implementation on Wells Meer

Test Fields

Semi - Extensive Solar Recreational Routes

Intense Solar

Strong contrast between solar and woodland

Recreational Routes

Innovative Center

Solar Trees Avenue Solar + Grazing
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Final Model
An integrated area development, with not only sustainable energy generation but also added value in the field of recreation, 
education and nature. The final model seeks the balance between the three suggested option. 

Energy Boulevard

Solar + Agriculture

Solar + Grazing

Semi-intensive Solar
Intense Solar

Nature enrichment

Recreational 
Energy Park

Innovation Center

Test Fields

• The spatial structure is taken from model A as it offers 
the most cost-efficient and sustainable energy pro-
duction. 

• Innovative ideas such as test fields, solar combined 
with agriculture and solar combined with grazing are 
taken from model C. 

• Varied intensity of solar fields is taken from model B.
• The spatial structure follows clear straight routes, pro-

viding maximum view and cost efficiency. Energy park 
acts as a connecting strip. Solar panels are oriented 
in the most productive direction.

*Solar diagrams created by Philippe Allignet

Vertical Panels For Agriculture UseSemi - Intensive Solar Panels

Solar Panels Typologies

Intense Solar Panels Solar Combined With Grazing

1

2

3

1

2

3 

Energy Boulevard Section

Solar Park Section

Nature Enrichment Area Section

Test Fields

Recreational Park With Extensive Solar

Extensive solar bordering the nature reserve
Enriched Habitat

Recreation Routes

Solar Tree Boulevard
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First Year Design Project | University of Edinburgh
Sand dunes rehabilitation project.
Cramond Beach Front, Edinburgh, UK

The current sand dunes system in Cramond beachfront has been exhausted and ruined 
by human activity. The goal of this design proposal is to incorporate minimal design in-
terventions that will support and enhance the existing sand dunes. The design proposal 
is small, adjustable and changes over time, and thus aligns itself to the dynamic growth 
of the dunes. 

Firstly, retaining walls were constructed in the right orientation to the wind, allowing sand 
to accumulate on them and thus speed the dunes growth. 

Secondly, a set of paths were designed between the current topography of the sand 
dunes. The paths are made to direct the people onto a certain surface and thus restrict 
them from walking on the dunes themselves. 

These paths are made out of individual wooden and concrete bars, separated from 
each other and not grounded to the soil. Therefore, they can be lifted, moved and 
changed according to the development of the dunes, and thus support them throughout 
their growth. 

Lastly, sand vegetation was planted between the individual bars of the paths, as their 
roots hold the sand and support the dunes as well.

03. Sand Dunes Reclamation
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Tidal Exploration Of Cramond Beachfront

Vision From Cramond Island

Exploring the tidal dynamics onto Cramond beach front through a physical clay model. 
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San dunes Evolution Masterplan

Paths are constructed out of individual wooden 
and concrete bars, so that they could be moved 

and manipulated easily.

The paths can be moved according to the 
development of the dunes, and thus follow their 

orientation with time.

In the first stage the paths are constructed 
according to the retaining walls and existing 

topography.

In the second stage the paths are moved 
according to the accumulated sand, and thus 

support future development.

Between the paths vegetation native to sand 
dunes environment is planted. The roots of these 
plants are holding together the dunes and sup-

porting future growth.

Retaining walls are facing wind direction and 
allow sand accumulation within them in order to 

support the development of the dunes.
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The Gaza strip map 
marked with the locations 
of deaths. Larger circles 

represent a larger incident.

Each falling location was marked 
with a platform reaching outwards, 
creating a maze with new intersec-

tions and meeting points.

A concrete memorial installation of 
a bench and a lighted sculpture was 
dedicated to each individual solider, 
and put at the end of each platform.

Amir Mueller Landscape Architects ltd.
A competition for a memorial site for ‘Zuk Eitan’.
Kibbutz Gvar’am, Israel.

During my internship period with Amir Mueller Landscape Architects the office has par-
ticipated in a design competition for the ‘Zuk Eitan memorial site for fallen soldier. The 
site sits in a wooded area with a historic amphitheatre from the British mandate.  

In order to ensure a sensitive, unique and emotional experience in the memorial site, the 
office took a different research approach. 

Firstly, the falling location of each solider was researched, and aligned with their name 
and unit. Unlike our expectations, we have found out that soldier from different units 
have fallen in the same location.
Secondly, these locations were mapped throughout Gaza strip, presenting clusters of 
bigger and smaller amounts of deaths in certain areas. This helped us ground the inci-
dents in the landscape and understand the main axes in which events occur.
Thirdly, the falling locations were translated to a plan of the site, and each location was 
marked with a concrete platform reaching out. At the end of each platform, there was a 
memorialization structure with a bench and lighted sculpture. 
Lastly, this resulted in a maze of platforms that are oriented to different directions, creat-
ing new meeting points and intersections between the memorial structures. 

Usually, military memorial sites in Israel are divided by the military units, and victims’ 
families rarely interact with others. In our design proposal, this was not the case. The 
clusters of platforms were connecting memorial structures of soldier from different units 
to one another, and thus creating a new relationship between the families, and a new 
experience for the visitors.

04. Memorial Scapes
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A visualisation of a memorial cluster.

A visualisation of an individual memorial object.

Conceptual Plan

Old amphitheatre for ceremonies

External path surrounding memorial forest. 

Internal path surrounding memorial objects.

An individual memorial object.

A cluster of memorial objects.

Representation of orientation connectivity.

1

2

3

1

2

3

*Plan was created by Miri Sonkin and Galit Rulvin
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*SketchUp Renders of memorial object were 

done by landscape architect Nur Said.
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There are 1,061 Non violent prisoners, within the last 3 years of their sentence 
in Victoria, Australia.

14% cheaper to construct open prison system than a regular prison.

11.2 Million AUD saved annually on prisoners in open prison systems

Open prison systems have proven to reduce the amount of recurring crimes, thus 
eventually leading to a reduce in the general amount of offenders.

In the future, site can be converted to affordable housing or public facilities.

2nd Year Exchange Program | RMIT University.
An Open Prison | Conceptual Urban Design Project
Arden, North Melbourne, Australia

During my exchange semester in RMIT Melbourne, I have taken an urban design 
course that focuses on one user group. The goal of this project is to chose one type of 
user group, research it thoroughly and design an urban development in a post industrial 
area in North Melbourne dedicated just for that group.

The chosen user group for the project was criminals, more specifically, Non violent pris-
oners in the last 3 years of their sentence. My goal was to develop a residential  area 
that will encourage the rehabilitation for my user group, and adapt them to regular 
social life before their release.

The design proposal for this project is an open prison system, a system in which pris-
oners have more freedom and are often allowed to take up employment. Offenders 
are allowed to  leave the prison in strict time frames for work, and visitors are allowed 
in from the surrounding areas. These prisons are often part of a rehabilitation program 
and has proven themselves as very effective. Not only that the prison allow smooth in-
tegration of the offenders into society, they tackle other social issues such as affordable 
development and gentrification.

The design process of this open prison follows 6 design objectives, all of which are 
based on typical prison architecture principles. 

Different usage areas have been created with buffer zones in between, both horizon-
tally and vertically. The site will have commercial and mixed residential areas for the 
public to visit and use, and thus not only support the local economy of the area, but also 
help the prisoners interact with society. 

05. Open Rehabilitation
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Open Prison System - Design Objectives
Based on common prison architecture principles

Private Cells

Prisoners will be divided into private cells as 
part of the applied space privacy typology.

Passive Surveillance

Different types of spaces will be facing each other, 
allowing passive surveillance between the inmates.

Diverse Spaces

Private cells, semi-private areas and public 
areas will all vary in size and shape.

Buffer Zones (Balconies)

Buffer zones should be created between the different types 
of spaces (Private, semi-private areas and public areas to 
allow another ‘barrier’ to soften the inmates transition.

Central Areas

Public and shared areas should be in the 
center of the overall prison area, in order to 
allow an equal distance to all other facilities.

Social and Educational Facilities

Central areas should also hold social, educational and 
cultural facilities for the inmates, softening their transition 
back to society.
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Areas Typology:

Public Area - Designated Zones

Semi Public Area - Inner Courtyards

Private Area - Cells

Balconies = Buffer Zones

Paved Paths

1

2

3

1

1

3

2

Conceptual Plan

Visualising the separation between private and public areas with buffer zones (balconies).

Iterations for the spatial structure of the site. Design objectives were taken into account and assessment 
of each iteration was done. 
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2nd Year Forestry Course | University Of Edinburgh
Landscape Character Assessment And Riparian Development
River Tweed, Scottish Borders, UK.

The project was focusing on conducting a landscape character assessment and dis-
covering the best type of woodland development for the existing character of the  land-
scape.

Firstly, 23 landscape character types were developed based on landform and land-
cover, each type was assessed for its sensitivity regarding two woodland develop-
ments; riparian and commercial. A capacity assessment for the two woodland types 
was also conducted. Riparian was found to be most successful.

Secondly, three design objectives were established based on the assessment result;
1. Contrast between exposed and dense woodland and enriching woodland corri-
dors for the existing ecological network. 
2. Woodland will focus on lowland valleys in between the undulating hills, along the 
river stream.
3.Woodland should include a variety of species, providing different textures and col-
ours. 

Thirdly, the chosen design proposal was further developed and a detailed species 
choice was done based on soil, ground cover vegetation and visual aesthetics. 

Lastly, a felling and restocking pattern plan was created for this riparian woodland, 
ensuring it will thrive with time.

06. Riparian Woodland Development
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Landscape Character Types 
(Based on landform and landcover) 

Sensitivity map for two woodland devel-
opment types

Capacity map for two woodland devel-
opment types

1st phase: Immediate native 
woodland planting (up to 5 years).
2nd phase: Semi-natural wood-
land planting (10 years).
3rd phase: Semi - natural wood-
land planting (20 years).
Felling
Forest clearing

Conceptual Riparian Woodland Plan

View 1

Felling and Restocking
Felling and restocking pattern 
enhances structural diversity and 

key landscape views.

General Key

River Stream 
Landscape View points
Native Woodland
Young Trees
Coniferous Woodland
Ground Prep
Broadleaved
Woodland Corridors
Cycling Paths
Hiking Paths
Pedestrian Paths
Human Corridors
Estates
Flood likelihood - high

View 1: Opportunities and constrains of spatial structure.

View 1: After 5 years of reinforcing existing forest

View 1: After 10 years of reinforcing existing forest and planting new riparian woodland

View 1: After 20 years of reinforcing existing forest and planting new riparian woodland
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Final Year Dissertation | University Of Edinburgh
Northern Negev Desert, Israel.
Supervisor: Kenny Fraser, December 13, 2019

07. Academic Research

The Future Patterns of Pastoralism Amongst The Bedouin People of  The North-
ern Negev: Comparison Between Recognized and Unrecognised Villages

This dissertation focuses on the future patterns of pastoralism within both the recognized and un-
recognised villages of the Bedouin community. By overviewing the evolution of pasture through 
historical events, an understanding regarding pastoralism was made; pasture transformed from 
an activity of production to an activity of tradition. In order to fully understand the scope of this 
phenomenon and the future it holds, three research objectives were identified; location, structure 
and perception. These research objectives will be answered by applying appropriate research 
methods to each objective individually. The objective of location was investigated through site 
visits to both recognized and unrecognised villages. The objective of structure was researched 
through meetings with landscape architecture offices who develop masterplans for the Bedouin 
communities. The objective of perception was discovered through interviews with locals from both 
types of localities. Following the research and site investigations, firstly, it was discovered that pas-
toralism transformed from a form of income to a traditional activity throughout history. Secondly, 
it was found that pastoralism is less evident in the recognized villages than the unrecognised one 
due to their urban structure and results of modernisations. Lastly, it was found that the perception of 
pastoralism as a tradition is more significant to the older generations of the Bedouin, rather than the 
younger ones. The conclusion reached in this dissertation suggests that the future of pastoralism as 
a form of income and a tradition is slowly disappearing. Factors like urbanisation, modernisation, 
bureaucracies and regulations shape the perception of the Bedouin regarding this phenomenon, 
and it is fair to estimate that the younger generations will not hold this tradition much longer. This 
understanding allows us as landscape architects and urban designers to plan for the future of these 
communities with consideration to their aspirations, traditions and socio-economic changes.

Link to full document - 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pQ6DaZ-59_N1_kH-cz8Locw6omNPH0PB/view?us-
p=sharing
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Summer Volunteering | We Build India | Vedike Global Citizens Programs
Classroom Construction Project For The Vedike Boarding School
Rural Bangalore, India

A non-government and not-for-profit organisation, based in Bangalore, India. The 
Vedike facility is a boarding school which aims to provide affordable, high quality, 
student-centred education for underprivileged children in rural India. Alongside its ed-
ucational activities, Vedike is engaging in community development activities and runs 
programs such as ‘We Build’. 

‘We Build’ is a voluntary program for students from architecture, engineering, land-
scape architecture and similar disciplines. Students from across the world gather for two 
weeks of intense construction project. So far, 26 toilets/bathrooms, 7 houses, 10 class-
rooms were built for underprivileged families and women-headed families. The educa-
tional and construction programs aim to operate in an ecologically responsible manner. 
Kitchen gardening and solar lighting are key features in the Vedike Boarding School.

I have participated in the program for two weeks, in which I took part in the construc-
tion of a second floor classroom. I have experienced a physical construction site and 
engaged in the construction project, I have worked with local workers and other volun-
teers. In our spare time, I have engaged in activities with the children and learned about 
local cultures, traditions and education.

08. Classroom Construction Project
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